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W
e all know those pensive moments when we’re sitting

in front of a high-class system and yet remain not fully

satisfied. We are aware that canned music is unable

to replace a concert experience soundwise and make our peace with

it, after all. But often we don’t really know what’s actually bother-

ing us about a performance which, according to objective criteria,

takes place on a very high level. On the other hand, we sometimes

feel spontaneously attracted to some system which plays by no

means flawlessly. But why do listeners sometimes find it easier to

merely enjoy music, even if the reproduction bears less resem-

blance with the auditory live impression? A reproduction of utmost

plausibility is precisely what every audiophile is longing for. One

reason for this alleged paradox is simple: if, to a certain extent at

least, the reproduced performance can’t compete with a genuine

music experience, we will accept this fact more readily, because we

push any analytics aside.

Yet the nub of the matter is this: we still use to compare instinc-

tively any reproduction with our personal experience, and from a

certain degree of credibility an irritation will set in, because 

our sensory impression suddenly no longer appears so very ab-

stract. In some aspects it comes almost unpleasantly close to

natural references and will therefore not fit too well any more into

one category or the other. Welcome to a deep hollow between »two

threshold values on a realism-and-sympathy curve«, which was

described as an »uncanny valley« by robotics specialist Masahiro

Mori in 1970.

Only really exceptionally good chains are able to overcome this

acceptance gap and lead us out of the »uncanny valley«, for they can

de facto beguile us in essential issues. The latest work by Ken

Stevens illustrates this phenomenon of perception very descrip-

tively, because the JL 7 Black Path leaves behind the critical range

of the just barely credible, challenging us to unbiased music lis-

tening while tolerating no contradiction. The mas-

ter loves to emphasize his consistent principle of

never wanting to compensate a subpar solution with

a make-shift gimmick, which in turn can create

new problems. Instead Ken Stevens keeps develop-

ing and refining each detail until he has finally

found a design which, to his mind, is intrinsically

hundred per cent flawless – and obviously he knows

a thing or two about his craft. 

Protective grids in black gloss finish, brass screws

and stainless steel plates, polished to perfection,

aesthetically cushion the mighty physique of the 

JL 7. The reflective decor inlays on the enclosure lids

are adorned by a company logo in satin black and the

»Black Path« lettering – it denotes capacitors devel-

oped by Ken Stevens which sit at crucial points of

the audio circuitry. During its completion some

other detail improvements found their way into the

new design; among these are capacitors from Japan-

ese cult producer Black Gate which are used in the

power supply and have become rare in the mean-

time. Technically the JL 7 was designed as a class-A

topology with only little negative feedback that gen-

erates 220 watts of output power at four and eight

ohms. Despite its single-ended circuitry the JL 7 al-

so features balanced XLR inputs located opposite to

the RCA terminals. There are speaker terminals on

both sides of the chassis to enable bi-wiring mode;

their positive signal phase is fitted with discrete

screw terminals for four and eight ohms. Here it

may well be worthwhile to check them out both;

however, with the dynamic transducers I had se-

lected, the sound image was indeed gaining a little

more dimension, due to the higher-Z taps that were

provided for electrostatic loudspeakers in the first

place, but the downside was a noticeable loss of fo-

cus and bass contour. For the JL 7’s power stage Con-

vergent Audio Technology transferred the technol-

ogy of their »Statement« into a somewhat smaller

scale; its circuit was optimized for the extremely

potent KT 150 beam tetrodes developed by Russian

manufacturer Tung-Sol, but is said to work also

With the JL 7 Black Path mono power amps

Ken Stevens of Convergent Audio gives us

another demo of his ampbuilding talents.

Review: Tube power amplifier Convergent Audio JL7BP
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and makes the

tubes more resis-

tant against mi-

crophony effects.

Probably not only

for that reason

the manual gives

a clear recom-

mendation not to

use any tube cov-

ers. Because with

a damping layer

beneath the top

lid, rubber buff-

ers on the tube

caps and visco-

elastic feet the 

JL 7’s construc-

tion delivers ex-

plicit proof of an

optimized reso-

nance behavior,

hence any tuning

measure might disturb the balance. For

the mains transformer the same type as

in the JL 5 (hifi & records 2/2015) was

chosen. It sits in a separate, nickel-plated

steel housing to protect the signal paths

from its strong magnetic field. At the

same place an isolation transformer pre-

vents mains interference from leaking

into the amp circuit the driver stage of

which was designed around two 6922

tubes from Electro-Harmonix. The

bulky »amorphous core« output trans-

formers with a weight of 12 kilos (26.5

lbs.) each are mounted in shielded

enclosures, but Ken Stevens insisted on

determining himself by ear with what

great with the 6550 and KT 88 tube types

which can do with lower filament cur-

rents. CAT equips the JL 7 with no less

than eight KT 150s, but runs them far be-

low their nominal power rating to afford

them a longer service life. And if one day

the glass bulbs are finally due for a

change, the status diode will stay red

after turn-on; a provisional setting of the

quiescent current is not required.

The bell-like shape of their glass bulbs

results in favorable thermal properties

Lab Report

Frequency response: Convergent Audio JL 7

Distortion spectrum: Convergent Audio JL 7

Noise spectrum: Convergent Audio JL 7

Convergent Audio JL7  (unbal.)

Nominal output power 8Ω (1% THD) 219W
Nominal output power 4Ω (1% THD) 218W
Gain factor 15.3-fold /23.7dB
Distortions (THD+N, 10W/4Ω) 0.129%
IM distortions (SMPTE, 5W/4Ω) 0.42%
IM distortions (CCIF, 5W/4Ω) 0.086%
Unweighted noise voltage -97.6dB 
Weighted noise voltage (A-weighted) -101.4dB
Upper limit frequency (-3dB /10W) 72kHz
Sensivity (for full drive 4Ω) 1.91V
Input impedance ca.150kΩ
Idle power consumption per channel ~355W

The JL 7 mono blocks indeed deliver

100 watts more on top than the JL5

stereo power amp, which is still fitted

with KT 120 power tubes. The new KT

150s don’t affect the bandwidth, which

is exactly identical in the JL 5 and JL 7,

whereas in the distortion spectrum of

the monos the even harmonics are

slightly lower (which is why in return

the odd ones are more prominent).

Once again the S/N ratios are top-notch

with Convergent Audio Technology –

excellent job all the way. ■

Comparing power tubes: the KT 120

(left) and the new KT 150 (right) which

Ken Stevens employs in the JL 7 BP.
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materi-

al they should

best be lined and finally

opted for birch wood. 

Particularly because of its transparen-

cy the Nordost Heimdall 2 was the

favored AF cable; apart from the Dali

Epicon 6 the speaker choice came down

to the Dynaudio Contour 30 and the

Sonus Faber Serafino Tradition – the 

JL 7 inspired them all, making their

sonic character unmistakeable. How-

ever, attributing one such to it or picking

any strong point wouldn’t do justice to its

utter balancedness. In terms of tonality,

dynamics and spaciousness the JL 7

offers an immense scope of action which

it uses to intensify the attentiveness for

the compositional identity of music. The 

Regarding tonali-

ty, dynamics and

dimensionalit y,

the JL 7 Black Path mono power amp

from Convergent Audio delivers a heav-

enly resolution, and with its utterly soul-

ful, homogeneous performance it ap-

pears as a truly sensitive aesthete. At the

same time each note is played vibrantly

and, owing to its sovereign power, it can

easily drive demanding loudspeakers. It

acts as an acoustic magnifying glass, yet

always calls our attention to the musical

intention. The JL 7 Black Path are dream

amplifiers! Marius Donadello ■

Result
Convergent Audio

JL7 Black Path

WxHxD 31 x 20 x 50 cm

Warranty* 5 years

Distribution Convergent

Audio Technology

85 High Tech Drive

RUSH, NY 14543, USA

Phone (+1) 585 359 2700

* Tubes 6 months

ty, the JL 7 is able to

unfold each and every

color nuance and ex-

pose the structure of

this composition.

With utmost dedica-

tion it attends to music

of any genre which

sharpens the view to

an opus. An uncurbed

joy of playing and a

heavenly resolution

give us exceptionally

undisguised insights

into the musical activi-

ties, creating a sensa-

tion of a very special

attachment with what’s

being heard. Lang Lang plays

Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. 1

in E minor, accompanied by the

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra un-

der the musical direction of Zubin

Mehta, and instantly a phrase by Jean-

Michel Jarre comes to my mind: »Music

starts to live in the intermediate spaces.«

The incredibly nimble playing of the

Chinese prodigy in the allegro maestoso

is just perfect for this utterly sensitive

master of subtlety: the JL 7 performs

with feather-like lightness, and even the

very smallest rests are filled with silence.

Yet there’s one more thing you need 

to know: casual music listening – with

the JL 7 Black Path you can definitely

forget it.

first notes

of »The Way Some People Live« sound

and I find myself sitting there in amaze-

ment, like enamoured. And then the

scales are falling from my eyes: the JL 7

has just led me onto the plateau across

the valley. Giovanni Guidi, João Lobo and

Thomas Morgan really seem to be pre-

sent in the listening room with their in-

struments. After this radical experience

I have no choice but to try and find out

how it accomplishes this. »Beat« from

the same-titled album by the Tingvall

Trio reveals the very pronounced rhythm

feeling the JL 7 possesses, which makes

it work as a clock generator with so frag-

ile structures full of subtle variations.

With his track »Hood« Vijay Iyer pays

tribute to Robert Hood, the spritual

father of minimal techno, by decrypting

the genre-typical »code« and reducing its

stylistic elements to their essence. The

staccato-like attitude with which these

concentrates  are mixed afresh seems to

be, superficially, a puzzle of note and

melody fragments. But owing to its agili-
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